
of this century, perturbing the stratospheric and surface climate

significantly (SAR). However, aerosol levels in the stratosphere

have now fallen to well below the peak values seen in 1991 to

1993, and are comparable to the very low value seen in about

1979, which was a quiescent time as far as volcanic activity was

concerned (WMO, 1999). It is likely that even the heterogeneous

chemical effects initiated by aerosols upon the O3 chemistry and

its destruction (Solomon et al., 1996) have diminished. One

consequence of the aerosol-induced ozone depletion may have

been a prolonged cooling of the lower stratosphere to abnormally

low values through the mid-1990s, as estimated from satellite and

radiosonde observations (WMO, 1999, Chapter 5). Although

episodic in nature and transient in duration, volcanic events can

exert a significant influence on the time history of the radiative

forcing evolution and thereby on the long-term (interannual to

decadal scale) temperature record (see Chapter 9).

As noted in previous IPCC Assessments, there are difficul-

ties in compiling a good quantitative record of the episodic

volcanic events (see also Rowntree, 1998), in particular the

intensity of their forcings prior to the 1960s. Efforts have been

made to compile the optical depths of the past volcanoes (SAR;

Robock and Free, 1995, 1996; Andronova et al., 1999); however,

the estimated global forcings probably have an uncertainty of a

factor of two or more. Several major volcanic eruptions occurred

between 1880 and 1920, and between 1960 and 1991.

6.10 Land-use Change (Surface Albedo Effect)

Changes in land surface albedo can result from land-use changes

(Henderson-Sellers, 1995) and thus be tied to an anthropogenic

cause. Hansen et al. (1997b) estimate that a forcing of −0.4 Wm−2

has resulted, about half of which is estimated to have occurred in

the Industrial Era. The largest effect is estimated to be at the high

latitudes where snow-covered forests that have a lower albedo

have been replaced by snow-covered deforested areas. Hansen et

al. (1998) point out that the albedo of a cultivated field is affected

more by a given snowfall than the albedo of an evergreen forest.

They performed a simulation with pre-industrial vegetation

replaced by current land-use patterns and found the global mean

forcing to be −0.21 Wm−2, with the largest contributions coming

from deforested areas in Eurasia and North America. In a similar

study, Betts (2001) estimates an instantaneous radiative forcing of

–0.20 Wm−2 by surface albedo change due to present day land use

relative to natural vegetation. In agreement with Hansen et al.

(1997b), the greatest effect is seen in the high latitude agricultural

regions. If, as above, half of the land clearance is assumed to have

taken place since the industrial revolution, this suggests a forcing

of –0.10 Wm−2 by land use over this period. In a parallel simula-

tion with the climate free to respond to the change in albedo and

other vegetation characteristics, lower temperatures are simulated

in the northern mid-latitudes. These are mainly attributed to the

increased surface albedo, although increases in cloud cover cause

further localised reductions in the net surface short-wave radiation

in some regions. However, some areas exhibit higher temperatures

in their dry season, consistent with a decrease in evapotranspira-

tion due to reduced access of soil moisture by the shallower roots

of the crops compared with forest.

Following Hansen et al. (1997b), Shine and Forster (1999)

recommended in their review a value of −0.2 Wm−2 with at least

a 0.2 Wm−2 uncertainty. We adopt those values here for the best

estimate and range, respectively; however, in view of the small

number of investigations and uncertainty in historical land cover

changes, there is very low confidence in these values at present. 

Changes in land use can also exert other kinds of climatic

impacts, e.g., changes in roughness length, turbulent fluxes,

and soil moisture and heat budgets (see also Chapters 7 and 8).

Further, there are a host of factors that are potentially affected

by land-use change and that could have an impact on the

atmospheric concentrations of radiatively active trace gases

and aerosols. For instance, the dry deposition rates of species

could be affected owing to the surface roughness change.

Precipitation changes induced by deforestation etc. could

affect the wet deposition of species and thereby bring about

biogeochemical changes, leading to changes in lifetimes. The

impacts due to such changes have not been comprehensively

investigated.

6.11 Solar Forcing of Climate

In this section variations in total solar irradiance and how these

translate into radiative forcing are described and potential

mechanisms for amplification of solar effects are discussed. The

detection of solar effects in observational records is covered in

Chapters 2 and 12.

6.11.1 Total Solar Irradiance

6.11.1.1 The observational record

The fundamental source of all energy in the climate system is

the Sun so that variation in solar output provides a means for

radiative forcing of climate change. It is only since the late

1970s, however, and the advent of space-borne measurements

of total solar irradiance (TSI), that it has been clear that the

solar “constant” does, in fact, vary. These satellite instruments

suggest a variation in annual mean TSI of the order 0.08% (or

about 1.1 Wm−2) between minimum and maximum of the 11-

year solar cycle. While the instruments are capable of such

precision their absolute calibration is much poorer such that, for

example, TSI values for solar minimum 1986 to 1987 from the

ERB radiometer on Nimbus 7 and the ERBE experiment on

NOAA-9 disagree by about 7 Wm−2 (Lean and Rind, 1998).

More recent data from ACRIM on UARS, EURECA and VIRGO

on SOHO cluster around the ERBE value (see Figure 6.4) so

absolute uncertainty may be estimated at around 4 Wm−2.

Although individual instrument records last for a number of

years, each sensor suffers degradation on orbit so that construc-

tion of a composite series of TSI from overlapping records

becomes a complex task. Figure 6.4 shows TSI measurements

made from satellites, rockets, and balloons since 1979.

Willson (1997) used ERB data to provide cross-calibration

between the non-overlapping records of ACRIM-I and ACRIM-

II and deduced that TSI was 0.5 Wm−2 higher during the solar

minimum of 1996 than during solar minimum in 1986. If this

reflects an underlying trend in solar irradiance it would
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represent a radiative forcing2 of 0.09 Wm−2 over that decade

compared with about 0.4 Wm−2 due to well-mixed greenhouse

gases. The factors used to correct ACRIM-I and ACRIM-II by

Willson (1997) agree with those derived independently by

Crommelynk et al. (1995) who derived a Space Absolute

Radiometric Reference of TSI reportedly accurate to ± 0.15%.

Fröhlich and Lean (1998), however, derived a composite TSI

series which shows almost identical values in 1986 and 1996, in

good agreement with a model of the TSI variability based on

independent observations of sunspots and bright areas

(faculae). The difference between these two assessments

depends critically on the corrections necessary to compensate

for problems of unexplained drift and uncalibrated degradation

in both the Nimbus 7/ERB and ERBS time series. Thus, longer-

term and more accurate measurements are required before

trends in TSI can be monitored to sufficient accuracy for

application to studies of the radiative forcing of climate.

6.11.1.2 Reconstructions of past variations of total solar 

irradiance

As direct measurements of TSI are only available over the past

two decades it is necessary to use other proxy measures of solar

output to deduce variations at earlier dates. In the simplest type of

reconstruction a proxy measure, such as sunspot number (Stevens

and North, 1996) or solar diameter (Nesme-Ribes et al., 1993), is

calibrated against recent TSI measurements and extrapolated

backwards using a linear relationship. The various proxies vary

markedly as indicators of solar activity. For example, over the past

century, sunspot number and 10.7 cm flux showed highest values

at the solar maximum of 1958, whereas the aa index, which gives

a measure of the magnitude of the solar magnetic field at the

Earth, peaked during 1990. This is because whereas sunspot

numbers return to essentially zero at each solar minimum the aa

index shows 11-year cycles imposed on a longer-term modulation

(Lean and Rind, 1998). Other terrestrially based indicators of solar

activity recorded by cosmogenic isotopes in tree-rings and ice-
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Figure 6.4: Measurements of total solar irradiance made between 1979 and 1999 by satellite, rocket and balloon instruments

(http://www.pmodwrc.ch/solar_const/solar_const.html).

2 Geometric factors affect the conversion from change in TSI to radiative

forcing. It is necessary to divide by a factor of 4, representing the ratio of

the area of the Earth’s disc projected towards the Sun to the total surface

area of the Earth, and to multiply by a factor of 0.69, to take account of

the Earth’s albedo of 31%. Thus a variation of 0.5 Wm−2 in TSI

represents a variation in global average instantaneous (i.e. neglecting

stratospheric adjustment) radiative forcing of about 0.09 Wm−2.



cores also show longer term modulation. However, direct solar

proxies other than the sunspot number cover too short a period to

reliably detect such a trend. Thus, it is not clear which proxy, if

any, can be satisfactorily used to indicate past values of TSI.

A more fundamental approach recognises that solar radiative

output is determined by a balance between increases due to the

development of faculae and decreases due to the presence of

sunspots. Longer-term changes are also speculated to be occurring

in the quiet Sun against which these variable active regions are set.

The sunspot darkening depends on the area of the solar disc

covered by the sunspots while the facular brightening has been

related to a variety of indices. These include sunspot number

(Lean et al., 1995), emission of singly ionised calcium (Ca II at

393.4 nm) (Lean et al., 1992), solar cycle length, solar cycle decay

rate, solar rotation rate and various empirical combinations of all

of these (Hoyt and Schatten, 1993; Solanki and Fligge, 1998).

In addition to estimates of the impact of active regions on TSI

potential contributions due to the variation in brightness of the

quiet Sun have been estimated (Lean et al., 1992; White et al.,

1992). These were largely based on observations of the behaviour

of Sun-like stars (Baliunas and Jastrow, 1990) and the assumption

that during the Maunder Minimum (an extended period during the

late 17th century during which no sunspots were observed) the

Sun was in a non-cycling state. The various reconstructions vary

widely in the values deduced for TSI during the Maunder

Minimum relative to the present. Mendoza (1997) has pointed out

that uncertainties in the assumptions made about the state of the

Sun during that period could imply a range of between 1 and 15

Wm−2 reduction in TSI less than present mean values although

most estimates lie in the 3 to 5.5 Wm−2 range. Figure 6.5 shows

group sunspot numbers from 1610 to 1996 (Hoyt and Schatten,

1998) together with five TSI reconstructions. The sunspot

numbers (grey curve, scaled to correspond to Nimbus-7 TSI

observations for 1979 to 1993) show little long-term trend. Lean

et al. (1995, solid red curve) determine long-term variability from

sunspot cycle amplitude; Hoyt and Schatten (1993, black solid

curve) use mainly the length of the sunspot cycle; the two Solanki

and Fligge (1998) blue curves (dotted) are similar in derivation to

the Lean et al. and Hoyt and Schatten methods. Lockwood and

Stamper (1999, heavy dash-dot green curve) use an entirely

different approach, based not on sunspot numbers but on the aa

geomagnetic index, and predict somewhat larger variation over

individual cycles but less on the longer term. Clearly, even

disregarding the shifts due to absolute scaling, there are large

differences between the TSI reconstructions. Thus knowledge of

solar radiative forcing is uncertain, even over the 20th century and

certainly over longer periods.

An alternative approach which has been used to reconstruct

TSI (Reid, 1997; Soon et al., 1996) is to assume that time

variations in global surface temperature are due to a combination

of the effects of solar variability and enhanced greenhouse gas

concentrations and to find that combination of these two

forcings which best combine to simulate surface temperature

measurements. However, these authors did not take natural

climatic variability into account and a TSI series derived by such

methods could not be used as an independent measure of

radiative forcing of climate.

The estimate for solar radiative forcing since 1750 of 0.3

Wm−2, shown in Figure 6.6, is based on the values in Figure 6.5

(taking the 11-year cycle minimum values in 1744 and 1996).

Clearly the starting date of 1750 (chosen for the date of the pre-

industrial atmosphere in Figure 6.6) is crucial here: a choice of

1700 would give values about twice as large; a choice of 1776

would give smaller values (particularly using the Hoyt and

Schatten series). The range of 0.1 to 0.5 Wm−2 given in Figure 6.6

is based on the variability of the series, the differences between

the reconstructions and uncertainties concerning stratospheric

adjustment (see Section 6.11.2.1). However, because of the large

uncertainty in the absolute value of TSI and the reconstruction

methods our assessment of the “level of scientific understanding”

is “very low”.

6.11.2 Mechanisms for Amplification of Solar Forcing

6.11.2.1 Solar ultraviolet variation

The Sun emits radiation over the entire electromagnetic spectrum

but with most energy in the near ultraviolet, visible, and near

infrared regions: 80% of TSI lies between 400 and 1,600 nm. The

variations in TSI, discussed above, of a few tenths of one per cent

thus represent the integrated change across ultraviolet, visible, and

near infrared wavelengths. Most of this radiation passes through

the atmosphere unhindered to the tropopause but shorter

wavelengths are absorbed in the middle atmosphere where they

result in O3 formation and local heating. In the ultraviolet the

amplitude of variability is much higher. Since 1978 (see Cebula et

al. (1998) for a review) satellite data have shown variations over

the 27-day solar rotation period of e.g., 6% at 200 nm and 2.5% at

250 nm. Problems with sensor drift and calibration preclude direct

detection of variability on the 11-year time-scale at wavelengths

longer than about 250 nm. Instead ultraviolet irradiance cycles are
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al. (1995, solid red curve), Hoyt and Schatten (1993, data updated by
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dot green curve); the grey curve shows group sunspot numbers (Hoyt

and Schatten, 1998) scaled to Nimbus-7 observations for 1979 to 1993.



deduced from observations by scaling the 27-day variations to

selected solar activity indices and assuming that the same scaling

applies over longer time-scales (Lean et al., 1997). With the

launch of the SOLSTICE (Rottman et al., 1993) and SUSIM

(Brueckner et al., 1993) instruments on UARS in 1991, measure-

ments have now been made from near solar maximum to solar

minimum with long-term precisions that approach 1% at some

wavelengths (Rottman et al., 1993; Floyd et al., 1998). Careful

cross-calibration of NOAA-11 SBUV/2 with Shuttle SBUV

observations (Cebula et al., 1998) have also produced spectral

variations 1989 to 1994, but also with uncertainties of a few per

cent, which exceeds the actual irradiance variability at the longer

ultraviolet wavelengths. Comparison of the SOLSTICE, SUSIM,

and SBUV/2 data show reasonable agreement during their 2 to 3

year overlap period (DeLand and Cebula, 1998) and suggest a

decline of about 7% at 200 to 208 nm and of about 3.5% at 250

nm from solar maximum in 1989 to near solar minimum in 1994.

These estimates agree well with the modelled scalings deduced

from the 27-day variations (Lean et al., 1997).

Variations in stratospheric composition and thermal structure

resulting from ultraviolet irradiance changes may have an impact

on tropospheric climate. The first mechanism whereby this might

happen is through changes in radiative forcing (Haigh, 1994).

Thus, in addition to a direct increase in downward short-wave

irradiance at the tropopause, higher solar activity can cause an

increase in downward infrared flux by heating the stratosphere

and also radiative forcing due to O3 changes. However, the sign of

the O3 effect is not well established. Haigh (1994) found that O3

increases reduced the solar radiative forcing by about 0.1 Wm−2

at solar maximum, Wuebbles et al. (1998) computed a value of

−0.13 Wm−2 due to O3 increases since the Maunder Minimum and

Myhre et al. (1998a) about −0.02 Wm−2 from minimum to

maximum of the solar cycle. Hansen et al. (1997a) showed an

additional forcing of about +0.05 Wm−2 from minimum to

maximum of a solar cycle due to O3 increases and lower strato-

spheric warming. Haigh (1999) and Larkin et al. (2000) suggest

that the O3 effect has little effect on radiative forcing at the

tropopause but significant effect on where the additional radiation

is absorbed (more within the troposphere rather than at the

surface). These disparities may represent the different approaches

used. Haigh (1994), Wuebbles et al. (1998), and Myhre et al.

(1998a) calculated the O3 response using two-dimensional

chemical-transport models in which temperature changes are

estimated using the fixed dynamic heating approximation. The

Hansen et al. (1997a) value was deduced from studies with a

simplified GCM of sensitivity to slab O3 changes (of unspecified

cause) and the assumption that the solar-induced O3 change is all

within the 10 to 150 hPa region. Haigh (1999) and Larkin et al.

(2000) specified solar irradiance and O3 changes and calculated

the stratospheric temperature response in GCMs. The negative

radiative forcing values probably correspond to O3 change profiles

which peak at higher altitudes, and thus have less impact on lower

stratospheric temperature and long-wave radiative forcing,

although the different methods for calculating temperature change

may also be important.

The response of O3 to solar variability is not well established.

Two-dimensional models (e.g., Haigh, 1994; Fleming et al.,

1995; Wuebbles et al., 1998) predict the largest fractional

changes in the middle-upper stratosphere with monotonically

decreasing effects towards the tropopause. Multiple regression

analysis of satellite data as carried out with SBUV data by

McCormack and Hood (1996) and SAGE data by Wang et al.

(1996) suggest the largest changes in the upper and lower strato-

sphere and zero, or even slightly negative, changes in the middle

stratosphere. However, as the data are only available over about

one and a half solar cycles, have large uncertainties, especially in

the lower stratosphere, and may not properly have accounted for

the effects of volcanic aerosol (Solomon et al., 1996), the true

nature of solar-induced changes in stratospheric O3 remains

uncertain.

Chandra et al. (1999) have estimated tropical tropospheric

O3 column amounts by taking the difference between TOMS

total columns in clear-sky areas and those with deep convective

cloud. They deduced O3 changes of the order 10% of the tropo-

spheric column over the eleven year cycle occurring out of phase

with the solar forcing. This they ascribed to a self-feedback effect

on O3 production with enhanced levels of O3 aloft resulting in

less ultraviolet reaching the troposphere. However, it is also

possible that the O3 changes reflect a response to solar effects in

tropospheric dynamics. If the changes are real then solar radiative

forcing, as represented in Figure 6.6, should be reduced by

approximately 30% due to solar-induced decreases in tropo-

spheric O3

Changes in stratospheric thermal structure may also affect the

troposphere through dynamical interactions rather than through

radiative forcing. Kodera (1995) suggested that changes in strato-

spheric zonal wind structure, brought about by enhanced solar

heating, could interact with vertically propagating planetary

waves in the winter hemisphere to produce a particular mode of

response. This mode, also seen in response to heating in the lower

stratosphere caused by injection of volcanic aerosol, shows dipole

anomalies in zonal wind structure which propagate down, over the

winter period, into the troposphere. Rind and Balachandran

(1995) investigated the impact of large increases in solar ultra-

violet on the troposphere with a GCM and confirmed that altered

refraction characteristics affect wave propagation in winter high

latitudes. Solar cycle changes to wave propagation in the middle

atmosphere were also investigated by Arnold and Robinson

(1998) who used a three-dimensional model of the atmosphere

between 10 and 140 km to study the effects of thermospheric

heating. They found that non-linear interactions in the winter

hemisphere resulted in changes to the stratospheric circulation. It

is not clear that the signals discussed above are statistically robust

in any of these studies.

Haigh (1996, 1999), Shindell et al. (1999), and Larkin et al.

(2000) have introduced realistic changes in ultraviolet and O3 into

GCMs and found that the inclusion of the O3 has a significant

effect on simulated climate. Haigh (1999) using a GCM with a lid

at 10 hPa and few stratospheric levels, showed a pattern of change

in zonal mean temperature which was consistent over a range of

assumptions concerning the magnitude of the ultraviolet and O3

changes. This pattern consisted of warming in the stratosphere

(except in winter high latitudes) and a vertical banding structure in

the troposphere due to shifts in the positions of the sub-tropical
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jets. The predicted changes in 30 hPa geopotential heights were of

similar form to those observed by Labitzke and van Loon (1997)

but of smaller magnitude (by about a factor 3). Larkin et al. (2000)

found very similar patterns of change to those of Haigh (1999)

using the same solar irradiance/O3 changes but an entirely

different GCM with a lid at 0.1 hPa. Shindell et al. (1999) used a

model with a detailed representation of the middle atmosphere

and a parametrized photochemical scheme which allows O3 to

respond to changes in ultraviolet flux but not to changes in wind

fields. They showed larger amplitude changes in 30 hPa heights in

the winter hemisphere, more like those of Labitzke and van Loon

(1997) but with little summer hemisphere response. These experi-

ments suggest that further work is needed to establish the response

of O3 to solar variability and to how this affects climate.

6.11.2.2 Cosmic rays and clouds

Svensmark and Friis-Christensen (1997) demonstrated a high

degree of correlation between total cloud cover, from the ISCCP

C2 data set, and cosmic ray flux between 1984 and 1991. Changes

in the heliosphere arising from fluctuations in the Sun’s magnetic

field mean that galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) are less able to reach

the Earth when the Sun is more active so the cosmic ray flux is

inversely related to solar activity. Svensmark and Friis-

Christensen analysed monthly mean data of total cloud using only

data over the oceans between 60°S and 60°N from geostationary

satellites. They found an increase in cloudiness of 3 to 4% from

solar maximum to minimum and speculated that (a) increased

GCR flux causes an increase in total cloud and that (b) the

increase in total cloud causes a cooling of climate. Svensmark and

Friis-Christensen (1997) also extended this analysis to cover the

years 1980 to 1996 using cloud data from the DMSP and Nimbus-

7 satellites and showed that the high correlation with GCR flux is

maintained. However, it was not possible to intercalibrate the

different data sets so the validity of the extended data set as a

measure of variations in absolute total cloudiness is open to

question.

Svensmark (1998) showed that, at least for the limited period

of this study, total cloud varies more closely with GCRs than with

the 10.7 cm solar activity index over the past solar cycle. On

longer time-scales he also demonstrated that Northern

Hemisphere surface temperatures between 1937 and 1994 follow

variations in cosmic ray flux and solar cycle length more closely

than total irradiance or sunspot number. There has been a long-

term decrease in cosmic ray flux since the late 17th century, as

evidenced by the 10Be and 14C cosmogenic isotope records

(Stuiver and Reimer, 1993; Beer et al., 1994), and this mirrors the

long-term increase in TSI. However, the TSI reconstruction of

Hoyt and Schatten (1993), which is based on solar cycle lengths,

does not appear to track the cosmogenic isotope records any more

closely than that of Lean et al. (1995), which is based on sunspot

cycle amplitude (Lean and Rind, 1998). Such use of different solar

indices may help to identify which physical mechanisms, if any,

are responsible for the apparent meteorological responses to solar

activity.

Kuang et al. (1998) have repeated Svensmark and Friis-

Christensen’s analysis of ISCCP data and showed high correla-

tions with an El Niño-Southern Osciallation (ENSO) index

difficult to distinguish from the GCR flux. Farrar (2000) showed

that the pattern of change in cloudiness over that period, particu-

larly in the Pacific Ocean, corresponds to what would be expected

for the atmospheric circulation changes characteristic of El Niño.

Kernthaler et al. (1999) have also studied the ISCCP dataset, using

both geostationary and polar orbiter data and suggested that the

correlation with cosmic ray flux is reduced if high latitude data are

included. This would not be expected if cosmic rays were directly

inducing increases in cloudiness, as cosmic ray flux is greatest at

high latitudes. Kernthaler et al. (1999), Jørgensen and Hansen

(2000), and Gierens and Ponater (1999), also noted that a

mechanism whereby cosmic rays resulted in greater cloud cover

would be most likely to affect high cloud as ionisation is greatest

at these altitudes. Even if high cloud did respond to cosmic rays,

it is not clear that this would cause global cooling as for thin high

cloud the long-wave warming effects dominate the short-wave

cooling effect. Kristjánsson and Kristiansen (2000) have addition-

ally analysed the ISCCP D2 dataset, 1989 to 1993, and found little

statistical evidence of a relationship between GCRs and cloud

cover with the possible exception of low marine clouds in mid-

latitudes. They also noted that there was no correlation between

outgoing long-wave radiation, as represented in ERBE data, and

GCRs. Thus the evidence for a cosmic ray impact on cloudiness

remains unproven.

A further consideration must be potential physical

mechanisms whereby cosmic rays might enhance cloudiness.

Cosmic rays are the principal source of ionisation in the free

troposphere. Furthermore, ionisation rates and atmospheric

conductivity are observed to vary with solar activity. Svensmark

and Friis-Christensen (1997) propose that the correlation between

cosmic rays and cloud cover that they observed is due to an

increase in efficiency of charged particles, over uncharged ones, in

acting as cloud condensation nuclei. There is evidence for this

occurring in thunderstorms (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997) but it is

not clear to what extent this affects cloud development. There is

also evidence that ions are sometimes critical in gas-to-particle

conversion but again there is no evidence that this has any impact

on cloud formation.

In a series of papers, Brian Tinsley has developed a more

detailed mechanism for a link between cosmic rays and cloudiness

(e.g., Tinsley, 1996). This is based on the premise that aerosols

ionised by cosmic rays are more effective as ice nuclei and cause

freezing of supercooled water in clouds. In clouds that are likely

to cause precipitation the latent heat thus released then causes

enhanced convection which promotes cyclonic development and

hence increased storminess. There is some laboratory evidence to

suggest that charging increases ice nucleation efficiency

(Pruppacher, 1973) although there is no observational evidence of

this process taking place in the atmosphere. Furthermore, only a

small proportion of aerosol particles are capable of acting as ice

nuclei, depending on chemical composition or shape. There are

also laboratory studies (Abbas and Latham, 1969) which indicate

the existence of “electrofreezing”, but again no evidence in the

real atmosphere. Thus Tinsley’s mechanism is plausible but

requires further observational and modelling studies to establish

whether or not it could be of sufficient magnitude to result in the

claimed effects (Harrison and Shine, 1999).
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We conclude that mechanisms for the amplification of solar

forcing are not well established. Variations in ultraviolet and

solar-induced changes in O3 may have a small effect on radiative

forcing but additionally may affect climate through changing the

distribution of solar heating and thus indirectly through a

dynamical response. At present there is insufficient evidence to

confirm that cloud cover responds to solar variability.

6.12 Global Warming Potentials

6.12.1 Introduction

Just as radiative forcing provides a simplified means of

comparing the various factors that are believed to influence the

climate system to one another, Global Warming Potentials

(GWPs) are one type of simplified index based upon radiative

properties that can be used to estimate the potential future

impacts of emissions of different gases upon the climate

system in a relative sense. The formulation of GWPs, reasons

for the choice of various time horizons, and the effects of

clouds, scenarios, and many other factors upon GWP values

were discussed in detail in IPCC (1994). That discussion will

not be repeated here. Section 6.2 discusses the relationship

between radiative forcing and climate response and describes

recent studies that have supported the view that many different

kinds of forcing agents (e.g., various greenhouse gases,

sulphate aerosols, solar activity, etc.) yield similar globally

averaged climate responses per Wm−2 of forcing (albeit with

different spatial patterns in some important cases). These

parallels in global mean climate responses have motivated the

use of simplified measures to estimate in an approximate

fashion the relative effects of emissions of different gases on

climate. The emphasis on relative rather than absolute effects

(such as computed temperature change) avoids dependence

upon any particular model of climate response.

The impact of greenhouse gas emissions upon the

atmosphere is related not only to radiative properties, but also

to the time-scale characterising the removal of the substance

from the atmosphere. Radiative properties control the absorp-

tion of radiation per kilogram of gas present at any instant, but

the lifetime (or adjustment time, see Chapter 4) controls how

long an emitted kilogram is retained in the atmosphere and

hence is able to influence the thermal budget. The climate

system responds to changes in the thermal budget on time-

scales ranging from the order of months to millennia

depending upon processes within the atmosphere, ocean,

cryosphere, etc.

GWPs are a measure of the relative radiative effect of a

given substance compared to another, integrated over a chosen

time horizon. The choice of the time horizon depends in part

upon whether the user wishes to emphasise shorter-term

processes (e.g., responses of cloud cover to surface tempera-

ture changes) or longer-term phenomena (such as sea level

rise) that are linked to sustained alterations of the thermal

budget (e.g., the slow transfer of heat between, for example,

the atmosphere and ocean). In addition, if the speed of

potential climate change is of greatest interest (rather than the

eventual magnitude), then a focus on shorter time horizons can

be useful (IPCC, l994; Skodvin and Fuglestvedt, 1997;

Fuglestvedt et al., 2000; Smith and Wigley, 2000a,b).

As in previous reports, here we present GWPs for 20, 100,

and 500 year time horizons. The most recent GWP evaluations

are those of WMO (l999) and the SAR, and the results presented

here are drawn in large part from those assessments, with updates

for those cases where significantly different new laboratory or

radiative transfer results have been published. The sources used

for input variables for the GWP calculations are indicated in this

section and in the headers and footnotes to the tables, where

sources of new estimates since the SAR are identified. 

The GWP has been defined as the ratio of the time-integrated

radiative forcing from the instantaneous release of 1 kg of a trace

substance relative to that of 1 kg of a reference gas (IPCC, l990):

where TH is the time horizon over which the calculation is

considered, ax is the radiative efficiency due to a unit increase

in atmospheric abundance of the substance in question (i.e.,

Wm−2 kg−1), [x(t)] is the time-dependent decay in abundance of

the instantaneous release of the substance, and the corresponding

quantities for the reference gas are in the denominator. The GWP

of any substance therefore expresses the integrated forcing of a

pulse (of given small mass) of that substance relative to the

integrated forcing of a pulse (of the same mass) of the reference

gas over some time horizon. The numerator of Equation 6.2 is the

absolute (rather than relative) GWP of a given substance, referred

to as the AGWP. The GWPs of various greenhouse gases can then

be easily compared to determine which will cause the greatest

integrated radiative forcing over the time horizon of interest. The

direct relative radiative forcings per ppbv are derived from

infrared radiative transfer models based on laboratory measure-

ments of the molecular properties of each substance and consid-

ering the molecular weights. Updated information since the SAR

is presented for many gases in Section 6.3. Many important

changes in these quantities were recently reviewed in WMO

(l999) and will be briefly summarised here. In addition, some

gases can indirectly affect radiative forcing, mainly through

chemical processes. For example, tropospheric O3 provides a

significant radiative forcing of the climate system, but its produc-

tion occurs indirectly, as a result of atmospheric chemistry

following emissions of precursors such as NOx, CO, and

NMHCs (see Section 6.6 and Chapter 4). Indirect effects will be

described below for a number of key gases. 

It is important to distinguish between the integrated relative

effect of an emitted kilogram of gas which is represented by a

GWP and the actual radiative forcings for specific gas amounts

presented, for example, in Section 6.3 and in Figure 6.6. GWPs

are intended for use in studying relative rather than absolute

impacts of emissions, and pertain to specific time horizons.

The radiative efficiencies ar and ax are not necessarily

constant over time. While the absorption of infrared radiation by

many greenhouse gases varies linearly with their abundance, a
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TH

∫ ax • [x(t)] dt
0

TH

∫ ar • [r(t)] dt
0

GWP(x)  =  (6.2)


